Coding pulmonary sepsis and mortality statistics in Rio de Janeiro, RJ.
This study aimed to describe "pulmonary sepsis" reported as a cause of death, measure its association to pneumonia, and the significance of the coding rules in mortality statistics, including the diagnosis of pneumonia on death certificates (DC) with the mention of pulmonary sepsis in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in 2011. DC with mention of pulmonary sepsis was identified, regardless of the underlying cause of death. Medical records related to the certificates with reference to "pulmonary sepsis" were reviewed and physicians were interviewed to measure the association between pulmonary sepsis and pneumonia. A simulation was performed in the mortality data by inserting the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) code for pneumonia in the certificates with pulmonary sepsis. "Pulmonary sepsis" constituted 30.9% of reported sepsis and pneumonia was not reported in 51.3% of these DC. Pneumonia was registered in 82.8% of the sample of the medical records. Among physicians interviewed, 93.3% declared pneumonia as the most common cause of "pulmonary sepsis." The simulation of the coding process resulted in a different underlying cause of death for 7.8% of the deaths with sepsis reported and 2.4% of all deaths, regardless the original cause. The conclusion is that "pulmonary sepsis" is frequently associated to pneumonia and that the addition of the ICD-10 code for pneumonia in DC could affect the mortality statistics, highlighting the need to improve mortality coding rules.